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Quantum-dot-tagged microbeads for multiplexed
optical coding of biomolecules

Mingyong Han, Xiaohu Gao, Jack Z. Su, and Shuming Nie*

Multicolor optical coding for biological assays has been achieved by embedding different-sized quantum dots
(zinc sulfide–capped cadmium selenide nanocrystals) into polymeric microbeads at precisely controlled
ratios. Their novel optical properties (e.g., size-tunable emission and simultaneous excitation) render these
highly luminescent quantum dots (QDs) ideal fluorophores for wavelength-and-intensity multiplexing. The use
of 10 intensity levels and 6 colors could theoretically code one million nucleic acid or protein sequences.
Imaging and spectroscopic measurements indicate that the QD-tagged beads are highly uniform and repro-
ducible, yielding bead identification accuracies as high as 99.99% under favorable conditions. DNA hybridiza-
tion studies demonstrate that the coding and target signals can be simultaneously read at the single-bead
level.This spectral coding technology is expected to open new opportunities in gene expression studies, high-
throughput screening, and medical diagnostics.
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Recent advances in bioanalytical sciences and bioengineering have
led to the development of DNA chips1,2, miniaturized biosensors3,4,
and microfluidic devices (e.g., microelectromechanical systems or
bioMEMS)5–7. These enabling technologies have substantially influ-
enced many areas in biomedical research, such as gene expression
profiling, drug discovery, and clinical diagnostics. As current
research in genomics and proteomics produces more sequence data,
there is a need for technologies that can rapidly screen a large num-
ber of nucleic acids and proteins. Here we report the development of
optically encoded microbeads (1.2 µm) for massively parallel and
high-throughput analysis of biological molecules. This encoded-
bead technology is based on the optical properties of semiconductor
QDs (refs 8,9) and our ability to incorporate multicolor QDs into
small polymer beads at precisely controlled ratios. A surprising find-
ing is that the embedded QDs are spatially separated from each other
and do not undergo fluorescence resonance energy transfer.

The basic concept is to develop smart microstructures that have
not only molecular recognition abilities but also built-in codes for
rapid target identification. For example, the surface of a polymer
bead can be conjugated to biomolecular probes such as oligonu-
cleotides and antibodies, while an identification code is embedded in
the bead’s interior. By integrating molecular recognition and optical
coding, each bead could be considered a “chemical lab” that detects
and analyzes a unique sequence or compound in a complex mixture.
Such encoded beads should find broad application in gene expres-
sion studies, high-speed screening, and medical diagnostics. In com-
parison with planar DNA chips, encoded-bead technology is expect-
ed to be more flexible in target selection (e.g., adding new genes or
single-nucleotide mutations10), faster in binding kinetics (similar to
that in homogeneous solution), and less expensive to produce.

A major problem with the encoded-bead approach, however, is
that no technologies are currently available for massively parallel
coding on the nanometer or micrometer scale. In this paper, we show
that this problem can be solved by exploiting the optical properties
of semiconductor QDs such as ZnS-capped CdSe nanocrystals.
Previous studies have used water-soluble QDs as biological
labels11–15; here we have embedded hydrophobic QDs into polymer

beads for high-capacity spectral coding. These luminescent QDs are
ideal fluorophores for this purpose because their fluorescence emis-
sion wavelength can be continuously tuned by changing the particle
size, and a single wavelength can be used for simultaneous excitation
of different-sized QDs (refs 8,9). In addition, surface-passivated QDs
are highly stable against photobleaching and have narrow, symmetri-
cal emission peaks (25–30 nm full width at half maximum).

Figure 1A illustrates the principles of multiplexed optical coding
based on multicolor semiconductor QDs. The use of 10 intensity lev-
els (0, 1, 2, ... 9) at a single wavelength (color) gives 9 unique codes
(101 – 1), because level “0” cannot be differentiated from the back-
ground. The number of codes increases exponentially when multiple
wavelengths and multiple intensities are used at the same time. For
example, a 3-color/10-intensity scheme yields 999 codes (103 – 1),
whereas a 6-color/10-intensity scheme has a theoretical coding
capacity of about one million. In general, n intensity levels with m
colors generate (nm – 1) unique codes. However, the actual coding
capabilities are likely to be substantially lower because of spectral
overlapping, fluorescence intensity variations, and signal-to-noise
requirements. Preliminary studies in our group suggest that it is bet-
ter to use more colors, rather than more intensity levels, in order to
increase the number of usable codes. Figure 1B shows 10 distinguish-
able fluorescence-emission colors observed from QDs excited with a
near-UV (350 nm) lamp. A realistic scheme could use 5–6 colors
with 6 intensity levels (0, 1, … 5), yielding approximately 10,000 to
40,000 recognizable codes.

The potential of multiplexed coding (e.g., using multiple wave-
lengths and multiple intensities) has been recognized by other
researchers. Fulton et al. used two organic dyes to encode a set of
∼ 100 beads for multiplexed and multianalyte bioassays16. Walt and
co-workers reported randomly ordered fiber-optic microarrays
based on fluorescently encoded microspheres17–19. However, these
previous studies were based on organic dyes and lanthanide com-
plexes, and were limited by the unfavorable absorption and emission
properties of these materials (e.g., inability to excite more than two
or three fluorophores, broad and asymmetrical emission profiles,
and spectral overlapping). Multicolor optical coding using lumines-
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cent QDs offers important advantages and applications that are not
possible with organic dyes or lanthanide probes. It is worth noting
that radiofrequency (RF) encodable microchips are currently under
development for multiplexed DNA assays and combinatorial chemi-
cal synthesis20,21. But these microfabricated devices have typical
dimensions of 500 µm × 500 µm × 500 µm, and their volumes are
about 70 million times larger than the 1.2-µm encoded beads report-
ed in this paper.

Results and discussion
Using single-color QDs, we systematically investigated the condi-
tions for incorporating them into polymer microbeads. The results
reveal that cross-linked beads, formed by emulsion polymerization
of styrene, divinylbenzene, and acrylic acid, are well suited for QD
incorporation. By using a series of five QD samples synthesized
according to published procedures22–24, we prepared single-color
coded beads with emission wavelengths that were nearly identical to
those of the original QDs. Figure 2 shows a multicolor fluorescence
image obtained from a mixture of these beads spread on a glass sur-
face. It is important to note that a true-color digital camera and a
single light source were used in this experiment. Remarkably, all the
coded beads are observed, and their emission colors are clearly dis-

tinguishable. As noted earlier, this type of simultaneous excitation is
not possible with fluorescent microspheres containing organic dyes.
Confocal imaging studies indicate that the QDs are mainly located in
the outer 25% of the bead’s radius, similar to the spatial distribution
of organic dyes in polystyrene beads25. However, this determination
is only an approximate estimate because the microbeads refract light
and cause image distortion.

A key question is whether the embedded QDs would aggregate
and couple with each other inside the beads, which could cause spec-
tral broadening, wavelength shifting, and energy transfer. To our sur-
prise, the fluorescence spectra of QD-tagged beads are narrower by
∼ 10% than those of free QDs, and the emission maxima remain
unchanged. We believe that the bead’s porous structure acts as a
matrix to spatially separate the embedded QDs, and also as a filter to
block the incorporation of large particles and aggregates in a hetero-
geneous population. Our calculation indicates that the average dis-
tance between two adjacent QDs is ∼ 30 nm within a 1.2-µm bead
that contains 50,000 QDs (∼ 0.1% vol/vol, corresponding to the max-
imum level of QD incorporation). Despite the uneven nature of QD
distribution within the beads, this calculation suggests that the aver-
age separation distance is much larger than the Förster energy trans-
fer radius (Ro = 5–8 nm) for QDs (refs 26,27).

Figure 3A, B shows quantitative and statistical data concerning the
number of QDs per bead and the fluorescence intensity levels for
coding. The number of QDs per bead is calculated by dividing the
total number of QDs by the total number of beads in the mixture,
under the assumption that the incorporation process is complete
(i.e., no free QDs left in the supernatant). Fluorescence measurement
confirmed the validity of this assumption for low-to-medium load-
ing levels (<40,000 QDs per bead). As an independent measure, the
fluorescence intensities of single QDs and single beads under identi-
cal experimental conditions were recorded. As mentioned above, the
embedded QDs have similar optical properties as free QDs, and the
ratio of these two intensities is approximately equal to the number of
QDs per bead. Significantly, these two independent measurements
yielded nearly identical results, establishing a linear relationship
between the measured fluorescence intensity and the number of
embedded QDs (Fig. 3A). This linear relationship further confirms
the lack of fluorescence resonance energy transfer among the
embedded QDs, a key requirement for multiplexed optical coding.

The uniformity and reproducibility of the tagged beads were ana-
lyzed by examining the variations of single-bead signals and by plot-
ting histograms for each of the 10 intensity levels. As shown in 
Figure 3A, the small spreads (error bars) in the measured fluores-
cence intensities indicate a high level of bead uniformity. The relative
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Figure 1. (A) Schematic illustration of optical coding based on wavelength
and intensity multiplexing. Large spheres represent polymer microbeads,
in which small colored spheres (multicolor quantum dots) are embedded
according to predetermined intensity ratios. Molecular probes (A–E) are
attached to the bead surface for biological binding and recognition, such as
DNA–DNA hybridization and antibody–antigen/ligand–receptor
interactions.The numbers of colored spheres (red, green, and blue) do not
represent individual QDs, but are used to illustrate the fluorescence
intensity levels. Optical readout is accomplished by measuring the
fluorescence spectra of single beads. Both absolute intensities and relative
intensity ratios at different wavelengths are used for coding purposes; for
example (1:1:1) (2:2:2), and (2:1:1) are distinguishable codes. (B) Ten
distinguishable emission colors of ZnS-capped CdSe QDs excited with a
near-UV lamp. From left to right (blue to red), the emission maxima are
located at 443, 473, 481, 500, 518, 543, 565, 587, 610, and 655 nm.

Figure 2. Fluorescence micrograph of a mixture of CdSe/ZnS QD-tagged
beads emitting single-color signals at 484, 508, 547, 575, and 611 nm.
The beads were spread and immobilized on a polylysine-coated glass
slide, which caused a slight clustering effect. See Experimental Protocol
for detailed conditions.
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standard deviations are about 10–15% at low-intensity levels, and
decrease to about 3–5% at high-intensity levels. A major source of
the errors appears to be the intrinsic variation in bead size (2–3% in
diameter), as dictated by the emulsion polymerization procedure.
Other contributing factors include variations in QD incorporation,
shot noise (especially when the number of QDs per bead is small),
and bead-positioning errors during data acquisition (this can be
minimized by using an automated microfluidic device or flow
cytometer). Even in the presence of these errors, the histograms in
Figure 3B reveal that there is no intensity overlap among the first six
levels at four standard deviations (± 4σ), and no overlap among the
last four levels at three standard deviations (± 3σ). Thus, we estimate

that the bead identification accuracies are as high as 99.99% for
the first six intensity levels, and ∼ 99.74% for the remaining four
levels. These values are statistical accuracies for identifying sin-
gle beads of different intensity levels, not the precision or repro-
ducibility in measuring the absolute fluorescence intensities.
Previously, Wild and co-workers have shown that only 500 pho-
tons are needed to assign a single fluorescent molecule to one of
four species with a confidence level of 99.9% (ref. 28).

Following these single-color studies, we prepared multicolor
QD-tagged beads, conjugated these beads to biomolecules, and
carried out preliminary biological assays. Monodispersed QDs
with fluorescence emission at the three primary colors (red, green,
and blue) were synthesized, and were sequentially incorporated in
polymer beads at precisely controlled ratios. For this procedure to
be successful, the distribution of pore sizes within the beads must
be carefully controlled, and the largest QDs (red) must be loaded
first, followed by the medium (green) and small (blue) QDs in a
sequential manner. Figure 4A shows a color image of these triple-
color fluorescent beads together with a number of single-color
beads. A striking feature is that the triple-color beads appear
“white”, because of a precise balance of the emission intensities for
all three colors. This balance was achieved by controlling the pro-

portions of different-sized QDs. Single-bead spectroscopy confirmed
that the three fluorescence peaks have nearly identical intensities 
(Fig. 4B). In addition to the amount of QDs in the beads, the color and
intensity balances are affected by differences in the optical properties of
different-sized QDs, and by the dependence of instrumental response
on wavelength. However, all these factors can be compensated by vary-
ing the amounts of QDs for each emission color, and this allows empir-
ical rules to be developed for preparing multicolor-tagged beads at 
predetermined intensity levels.

We note that additional studies are needed to quantitatively evalu-
ate the uniformity of multicolor-encoded beads as well as the identi-
fication accuracies. The nearly perfect results shown for single-color
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Figure 3. Quantitative analysis of single-bead signal intensities,
uniformity and reproducibility of QD incorporation. (A) Relationship
between the fluorescence intensity of a single bead and the number
of embedded QDs. Each data point is the average value of 100–200
measurements, and the signal intensity spread (minimum to
maximum) is indicated by an error bar. The first point (lowest
intensity) corresponds to ∼ 640 dots per bead. The last point shows a
significant deviation from the linear line because of incomplete
incorporation of QDs into the beads at this loading level.
(B) Histogram plots for 10 intensity levels corresponding to the data
points in (A). On the right side of each curve is shown the average
fluorescence intensity as well as the standard deviation (in
parentheses). Representative raw data are shown for levels 2 and 8.

Figure 4. Multicolor QD-tagged beads with precisely controlled fluorescence intensities. (A) Fluorescence image of color-balanced beads. In the upper
right corner, single-color beads were digitally inserted to show that this should not be mistaken as a black and white image. (B) Single-bead fluorescence
spectrum, showing three separated peaks (484, 547, and 608 nm) with nearly equal intensities.
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beads (Fig. 3) will be more difficult to achieve with multicolor-
encoded beads because of spectral and intensity overlapping prob-
lems. Still, the novel optical properties of QDs could be exploited to
improve the multiplexed coding capabilities. For example, the QD
fluorescence spectra are nearly symmetrical and can be modeled as a
Gaussian distribution. With pre-set emission maxima and intensity
levels, spectral deconvolution and signal processing methods should
allow code identification under difficult conditions.

To demonstrate the use of QD-tagged beads for biologi-
cal assays, we designed a model DNA hybridization system
using oligonucleotide probes and triple-color encoded
beads, as shown in Figure 5. Target DNA molecules are
either directly labeled with a fluorescent dye or with a
biotin (for binding to fluorescently tagged avidin). Optical
spectroscopy at the single-bead level yields both the coding
and the target signals. The coding signals identify the DNA
sequence, whereas the target signal indicates the presence
and the abundance of that sequence.

Several factors are important for optimizing the perfor-
mance of this DNA hybridization assay. First, it is desirable
to excite both the encoded bead and the labeled analyte
with a single light source (single-excitation wavelength) for
simplicity, convenience, and costs. For this reason, we used
Cascade Blue to label the target oligos because this dye can
be simultaneously excited with the embedded QDs at 
∼ 350 nm. Second, the analyte peak should be sufficiently
separated from the coding signals to avoid spectral overlap-
ping. Also, it may be necessary to use weak coding signals in
order to detect the analyte signal at very low concentra-
tions. Third, the optical properties of the embedded QDs
must be stable under aqueous conditions and upon expo-
sure to chemical and biochemical reagents. We solved this
stability problem by sealing the porous beads with a thin

polysilane layer, based on the procedures commonly used in bonded-
phase chromatography29. Unlike free QDs in aqueous buffer, the
embedded and protected QDs are stable in the temperature cycling
conditions necessary for DNA hybridization assays.

Figure 6 shows the assay results of one mismatched and three
complementary oligos hybridized to triple-color encoded beads. The
code 1:1:1 corresponds to the oligo probe 5′-TCA AGG CTC AGT
TCG AAT GCA CCA TA-3′. No analyte fluorescence was detected
when control oligos (noncomplementary sequences) were used for
hybridization (Fig. 6A). This result showed a high degree of sequence
specificity and a low level of nonspecific adsorption. Analyte fluores-
cence signals were observed only in the presence of complementary
targets, as shown in Figure 6B–D. Assuming 100% efficiencies for
both probe conjugation and target hybridization, we estimated that
each bead contained no more than 24,000 probe molecules and no
more than 10,000 target molecules.

A limiting factor in target detection is likely to be spectral overlap
with the coding signals. To minimize this spectral interference, it will
be necessary to separate the coding and target signals as far as possi-
ble; for example, we are exploring the use of visible QDs for coding
and near-infrared QDs for target labeling (R. Bailey, J. Strausburg,
and S. Nie, unpublished data). Under complex biological conditions,
we expect the performance (e.g., specificity and sensitivity) of our
QD-tagged beads to be similar to that reported by Walt and co-
workers17–19. In a recent paper, they used 3.1-µm encoded beads to
study 25 sequences (including cancer and cystic fibrosis genes) and
achieved a detection sensitivity of 10–100 fM target DNA (ref. 19).
The underlying principles of nucleic acid hybridization and fluores-
cence detection are essentially the same, but multicolor QD coding
should provide important advantages and applications not available
with organic dyes.

In conclusion, we have reported a multiplexed coding technology
based on the unique optical properties of semiconductor quantum
dots. Imaging and spectroscopic measurements indicate that the 
single-color encoded beads are highly uniform and reproducible,
yielding bead identification accuracies as high as 99.99% under
favorable conditions. DNA hybridization studies have been demon-
strated by using triple-color encoded beads, and the results show that
the coding and target signals can be simultaneously read at the 
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Figure 5. Schematic illustration of DNA hybridization assays using 
QD-tagged beads. Probe oligos (No. 1–4) were conjugated to the beads by cross-
linking, and target oligos (No. 1–4) were detected with a blue fluorescent dye such as
Cascade Blue. After hybridization, nonspecific molecules and excess reagents were
removed by washing. For multiplexed assays, the oligo lengths and sequences were
optimized so that all probes had similar melting temperatures (Tm = 66o–99oC) 
and hybridization kinetics (30 min). See legend in Figure 6 for the sequences used.

Figure 6. DNA hybridization assays using multicolor encoded beads.
(A) Fluorescence signals obtained from a single bead with the code 1:1:1
(corresponding to probe 5′-TCA AGG CTC AGT TCG AAT GCA CCA 
TA-3′), after exposure to a control DNA sequence (3′-TGA TTC TCA ACT
GTC CCT GGA ACA GA-5′).The control DNA was tagged with the same
fluorophore as the target DNA. (B) Fluorescence signals of a single bead
with the code 1:1:1 (same as in panel A), after hybridization with its target
5′-TAT GGT GCA TTC GAA CTG AGC CTT GA-3′. (C) Fluorescence
signals of a single bead with the code 1:2:1 (corresponding to probe 
5′-CCG TAC AAG CAT GGA ACG GCT TTT AC-3′), after hybridization with
its target 5′-GTA AAA GCC GTT CCA TGC TTG TAC GG-3′.
(D) Fluorescence signals of a single bead with the code 2:1:1
(corresponding to probe 5′-TAC TCA GTA GCG ACA CAT GGT TCG 
AC-3′), after hybridization with its target 5′-GTC GAA CCA TGT GTC GCT
ACT GAG TA-3′.
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single-bead level. We envision integrated bead-based assays using
microfluidic devices in a serial fashion30, or parallel binding assays
using high-density microtiter plates31. In both formats, a library of
encoded beads and recognition molecules (e.g., oligo probes and
antibodies) will need to be developed, similar to the preparation of
individual DNA clones for printing microarrays. Although this
involves a significant amount of “front-end” work, such encoded
beads should offer great flexibility in practical genomic and pro-
teomic applications.

Experimental protocol
Bead synthesis and QD incorporation. Polystyrene beads were synthesized
by using emulsion polymerization of styrene (98% vol/vol), divinylbenzene
(1% vol/vol), and acrylic acid (1% vol/vol) at 70°C (refs 32,33). Transmission
electron microscopy revealed that the beads had a 1.2-µm diameter with a
standard deviation of 2–3% in size (diameter). Incorporation of QDs was
achieved by swelling the beads in a solvent mixture containing 5% (vol/vol)
chloroform and 95% (vol/vol) propanol or butanol, and by adding a con-
trolled amount of ZnS-capped CdSe QDs to the mixture. For single-color
coding with 10 intensity levels, the ratios of QDs to beads were in the range of
640 to 50,000. For multicolor coding, the amounts of QDs were adjusted
experimentally to compensate for the different optical properties of differ-
ent-colored dots. The embedding process was complete within ∼ 30 min at
room temperature. Using similar procedures, we also synthesized polymer
beads in the size range of 0.1–5.0 µm and embedded them with luminescent
QDs. The bead size was controlled by changing the amount of a stabilizer
(polyvinylpyrrolidone, MW = 40,000) used in the synthesis. Before DNA
conjugation, the encoded beads were protected by using 3-mercaptopropyl
trimetroxysilane, which polymerized inside the pores upon addition of a
trace amount of water.

Conjugation of oligo probes. Standard protocols were used to covalently
attach the carboxylic acid groups on the bead surface to streptavidin mole-

cules34. Nonspecific sites on the bead surface were blocked by using BSA 
(0.5 mg/ml) in PBS buffer (pH 7.4). Biotinylated oligo probes (26-mer
oligonucleotides, 5′-biotin TEG, high-performance liquid chromatogra-
phy–purified; TriLink Biotechnol., San Diego, CA) were linked to the beads
via the attached streptavidin. 5′-Biotinylated target oligos were first labeled
with avidin–Cascade Blue, and were then hybridized to the oligo probes in
0.1% sodium dodecyl sulfate PBS buffer at 40°C for 30 min. Before fluores-
cence measurement, the beads were cleaned by two rounds of centrifugation.
Both sequential (one target at a time) and multiplexed (all targets together)
assays yielded similar results.

Multicolor imaging. True-color fluorescence images were obtained with an
inverted Olympus microscope (IX-70) and a digital color camera (Nikon DI).
Broad-band excitation in the near-UV range (330–385 nm) was provided by
a 100 W mercury lamp. A longpass dichroic filter (DM 400, Chroma
Technologies, Brattleboro, VT) was used to reject the scattered light and to
pass the Stokes-shifted fluorescence signals. A high-numerical-aperture 
(NA = 1.4, 100×), oil-immersion objective was used, and the total wide-field
excitation power was ∼ 5 mW.

Single-bead spectroscopy. Wavelength-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy
was accomplished by using a fluorescence microscope (Nikon Diaphot)
equipped with a single-stage spectrograph (Model 270M, Spex, Edison, NJ)
and a thermoelectrically cooled charge-coupled device (CCD) detector
(Princeton Instruments, Trenton, NJ). Near-UV excitation (330–385 nm) was
provided by a 100 W mercury lamp.
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